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What the HEIC? Apple’s Highly Compressed Image Format Still Confuses 
by GLENN FLEISHMAN  

To store more photos and videos on a mobile device, you can either buy more storage or increase image 
compression. Apple has enabled both paths. It expanded maximum storage so that a 256 GB iPhone isn’t 
ludicrously expensive. But that gets you only part of the way there. 

In 2017, Apple added support for successors to JPEG for images and H.264 for video: 
• HEIF (High Efficiency Image File Format) is a container format that allows extensive metadata, still 

images, and sequences (like bursts or Live Photos) to co-exist in a single file. 
• HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding), also known as H.265, can encode video using 40–50% less 

data than H.264 while maintaining the same quality. 
(For the technical nitty-gritty, read “HEVC and HEIF Will Make Video and Photos More Efficient,” 

30 June 2017.) 
Despite all of this happening nearly three years ago, we at TidBITS found ourselves scratching our 

heads recently about HEIF and HEVC. While Apple uses those terms, files created using those schemes 
are stored, respectively, with the filename extensions .heic and .mov. (This came up because of the College 
Board mishandling iPhone images. See “Take a HEIC: Make Sure AP and Other Test Uploads Work 
from Your iPhone and iPad,” 21 May 2020.) 

The former, HEIC, apparently stands for High 
Efficiency Image Container—more on that in a mo-
ment. The latter is potentially even more confusing 
since MOV files have been around for decades. MOV 
is a video container format that can hold media en-
coded in many different ways, including HEVC. 

Apple discusses HEIF and HEVC in various places, 
including in Settings > Camera > Formats, where you 
choose between High Efficiency for the newer formats 
and Most Compatible for JPEG and H.264—though 
H.264 is also stored in a MOV container. But the 
company doesn’t mention HEIC or the use of MOV for storing HEVC—even on the page on which it 
explains HEIF and HEVC. 

Since we couldn’t easily sort it out despite the fact that we live and breathe this kind of thing, we spent 
some time teasing it all apart for you. 

HEVC 
H.265, which is just another name for HEVC, provides substantial improvements in compression by 

being more clever and versatile in analyzing individual frames of video and then equally smart in storing 
differences between adjacent frames. HEVC can compress still images or sequences of video. 

HEIF 
HEIF is a container format developed by the Moving Picture Experts Group, which has created many 

licensed audio and video formats. HEIF is used for still images. It supports an image stored by itself, po-
tentially with added modification layers from an image-editing program, alpha masking, and depth layers. 
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Announcements 

Virtual  Pizza  Party 
Hey Mac Users! COVID still has us hiding in our 
basements and is preventing us from safely holding 
physical events and meals. So, we’re having to cancel the 
Annual Pizza Party in August (Monday, August 10th). 

We are now planning on holding a virtual Pizza Party 
over Zoom on the 10th. So, have your pizza. beer or 
soda, and snacks on hand for a virtual party where we 
will answer all your latest questions during Q&A. We 
also will be presenting the new features for iOS 14 (Beta) 
and iPadOS 14 (Beta), so if you’re curious to see what 
the new mobile operating systems are going to look like, 
be sure to attend. 

A Zoom invite will be sent to members. Non-members 
can go to our smmug.org web site to request a meeting 
invite. Please click on Zoom Meeting Info to see how-to 
join the meeting.  

No SIG Meeting in August 
The SIG meeting will resume in September. 

Door Prizes For August: 
Nisus Writer Pro 3 
Snap Art 4 
Cinema Grade [For Final Cut Pro X] 

Club News

http://smmug.org
http://smmug.org
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It also allows for multiple images stored as a sequence (such as a burst mode) or to enable simple animation (as with Live Photos). 
You can think of a container format as a sort of folder within a file. Older image formats like GIF, JPEG, PNG, and TIFF pack metadata into the 

image file, usually at the start. A long-ago change to GIF allowed the integral storage of multiple frames for animations, and TIFF can support mul-
tiple pages in a single file. But each of these options requires, in effect, unpacking the entire file. Because HEIF is a container, each discrete image or 
sequence has its own file within the container, and metadata is stored in separate files as well. It’s a more robust, more compatible way to ensure files 
can be read across systems, even far into the future. 

HEIC 
An HEIC file is one specific way to use HEIF, in which the HEIF container relies only on HEVC to encode images. Other operating systems, 

camera software, and image-editing apps may produce or support variations on HEIF, like AVCI, which uses the AVC (Advanced Video Coding) 
encoder to store data within HEIF. 

With iCloud Photos enabled, you can see the .heic extension on images synced from an iPhone to Photos for macOS. iOS is careful about export-
ing, however, so your HEIC files may be converted to a JPEG image (for still images) or a JPEG and an H.264 MOV file (for Live Photos) if iOS 
thinks the receiving device can’t display HEIC. 

MOV 
HEVC videos are packaged inside MOV containers. Without inspecting them further, there’s no way to know whether or not they contain 

H.265 data—which requires iOS 11 or later or macOS 10.13 
High Sierra or later—or whether they contain H.264-encoded 
video that will play on older devices. As with HEIC, iOS may 
export an H.264-encoded MOV file unless it can determine 
the destination can read HEVC/H.265. 

You can check a MOV’s internal encoding formats by open-
ing it in QuickTime Player in macOS and choosing Window 
> Show Movie Inspector. Under Format, the inspector will 
display the encoding video and audio formats, as well as di-
mensions and other details. 

I hope that clears things up, at least a little. In short, HEIC is 
Apple’s flavor of HEIF that relies solely on HEVC for compres-
sion for still images. For HEVC-compressed video, Apple con-
tinues to use MOV containers. 

Continued from page 1
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Feeling Paranoid? Micro Snitch Tells You If Your Mac Is Spying on You 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Our reporting on Apple’s warning against closing a MacBook with a webcam cover installed (see “Don’t Close Your MacBook with a Webcam 
Cover Attached,” 14 July 2020) sparked an interesting TidBITS Talk discussion about Mac webcam security. 

In theory, malware can’t activate your Mac’s webcam without your knowledge, because the indicator light is wired in series to the webcam. That 
means the webcam cannot receive power without turning on the light. An earlier webcam implementation in pre-2008 Apple laptops was vulnera-
ble to a firmware exploit, but a lengthy treatise by John Gruber of Daring Fireball quotes an unnamed Apple engineer as saying that this exploit 
is now impossible, because the connection is direct. No malware can bypass basic electrical connections. 

Nothing’s Perfect 
Or so we think. The problem with any sort of “unbreakable” security scheme is that there are a lot of bad guys out there, and security breaches have 

real monetary value to organized crime and government surveillance agencies. One TidBITS Talk reader pointed out that a clever attacker could use 
the webcam to take quick still images, flashing the indicator light so quickly that you might not even notice it. 

Even if Apple’s webcam security is foolproof, what about third-party webcams? Built-in Mac webcams aren’t very high-quality (see “The 2020 
MacBook Air’s FaceTime HD Camera Is Still Lousy,” 8 April 2020), so many people who rely on videoconferencing (a number that has skyrock-
eted during the COVID-19 pandemic) have a third-party camera attached. 

The reality is that you probably don’t have much to fear from your webcam, because even years ago it would have taken a targeted attack to access 
it. But there’s something about having an electronic eye pointed at you all day long that can make you feel like you’re being watched… 

Micro Snitch to the Rescue 
If you’d like a little extra peace of mind, consider installing Micro Snitch from Objective Development, makers of LaunchBar and the famous 

Little Snitch network monitoring utility. Micro Snitch costs $3.99 either directly from Objective Development or in the Mac App Store, and 
Objective Development makes a free trial available. 

Micro Snitch lives in your Mac’s menu bar. Whenever an app accesses your webcam or 
microphone, a large, square icon of a hat and glasses appears in the center of your screen and 
then moves to the lower-right corner. You also receive a notification. The hat and glasses icon 
doesn’t go away until you close it or the activity stops. 

  Afraid that you some-
how missed the little spy 
guy? Choose Open Ac-
tivity Log from Micro 
Snitch’s menu bar icon to 
see a log of every time 
either the camera or the 
microphone has been accessed. 
  The only downside I can find is that Micro Snitch can’t monitor some of the 
odd software devices I have installed, like Soundflower (which lets me reroute 
audio on my Mac) and the EpocCam driver that promised to let me use my 
iPhone as a webcam—I was planning a review, but recent security changes to 
Zoom and Skype prevented it from working. I recommend being careful about 
installing such drivers, and I’ve now uninstalled EpocCam. Soundflower, on the 
other hand, is now open source. 
If your webcam causes you any anxiety, $3.99 for Micro Snitch is a small invest-

ment for additional peace of mind. Give it a try, and let us know if it reveals any unexpected behavior on your Mac! 

Updated Apple Style Guide Available on the Web and in Apple Books 
by ADAM ENGST  

Every publication worth reading has a style guide: a list of rules that guides the content creation process and ensures correctness and consistency. 
What many people don’t realize is that style guides are usually applied hierarchically. For TidBITS, if a question arises about how to spell, punctuate, 

Mac & iOS Info
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or capitalize a word, we look first to our in-house style guide. If we haven’t previously felt the need to establish a style ruling, we turn next to the Apple 
Style Guide. For questions that Apple doesn’t answer, at least to our satisfaction, we then go to The Chicago Manual of Style. With no guidance 
from either of those—or when we disagree with their suggestions—we’ll research the topic on our own, come up with a ruling, and add it to the 
TidBITS style guide. (I’m not sharing that document because it would be too much work to clean it up for publication, given how it has evolved 
organically over decades of TidBITS and Take Control usage.) 

It’s worth remembering that internal style guides are just that—internal guidance—and no one outside the organization needs to follow any dic-
tum in a style guide. For instance, Apple doesn’t generally use articles with trademarked product names, which leads to corporate-sounding sentences 
like “iPhone supports the most popular email standards.” The rest of us would throw a “The” at the start of that sentence to make it sound less stilted. 

I mention all this because Apple just updated its public style guide, some-
thing that happens only once or twice per year. Plus, only recently did I 
learn that Apple makes its style guide available on the Web—previously, 
I had been aware only of the ebook version that you could download from 
Apple Books and read in the Books app. 
Although all the content was there, the Books app’s page-based browsing, 
slow searching, and hide-and-seek interface make it a particularly frustrating 

experience for interacting with a reference book. Even something as 
simple as viewing the table of contents requires mousing over the title 
bar to reveal otherwise-hidden controls and then clicking the Table of 
Contents button. 

The Apple Style Guide on the Web 
The Web version of the Apple Style Guide is distinctly easier to use 

than the ebook version, and when you can find an internal link to an 
entry, you can also link to it externally. For instance, I wrote above 
“download from Apple Books and read in the Books app.” Was that 
right? 

When I look at the entry for iBooks—the name I still think of 
when I consider Apple’s ebook app—I see that it recom-
mends using “Apple Books” instead. Fine, but writing 
“download from Apple Books and read in Apple Books” 
is awkward. Luckily, the Apple Books entry clarifies that 
it’s OK to use “Books” or “the Books app.” I would have 
done that anyway since the actual app on my drive is 
called “Books,” not “Apple Books,” but it’s good to see 
Apple confirming my instinct. 

It would be helpful if Apple made it easier to link to any 
entry in its style guide on the Web. The only way I can see 
to do that in Safari is to Control-click an entry, choose 
Inspect Element, copy the associated element ID from the 
Web Inspector, and then manually build it into the URL 
for the parent letter with a sub query parameter. 

That’s how I’m linking to Home screen here: 
• URL for the letter H: https://help.apple.com/ap-

plestyleguide/#/apsg9dac5903 
• Element ID for Home screen: apd3e3bb1ae1c194 
• Full URL to Home screen: https://help.apple.-

https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1eef9171
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1eef9171
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https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg9dac5903
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg9dac5903
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com/applestyleguide/#/apsg9dac5903?sub=apd3e3bb1ae1c194 

I’d also like to see search results persist, perhaps in a sidebar. When I’m looking for help, I often perform a search and then want to go through each 
of the results. Apple Books does retain search results, so the ebook version is better for that sort of search approach, although you still have to mouse 
over the title bar to reveal controls and click the search icon each time. 

A Few Select Style Guide Changes 
Another thing I never noticed in previous versions of the ebook style guide, perhaps because I was always performing a search immediately after 

opening it, is that Apple includes a Changes to the Guide section at the very beginning. It’s fabulous, and it gives you an idea of how Apple thinks 
about some new technologies or is reacting to world events. 

For instance, in the July 2020 update, we learn that Apple now capitalizes Black when referring to ethnicity or cultural identity and recommends 
alternatives to blacklist/whitelist and master/slave. It’s nice to see Apple deprecating such racially charged terms. 

More relevant to TidBITS are some other changes with which we’ve struggled: 
• action sheet and share sheet: On the Mac, we refer to a pop-up alert, whether a free-standing window with an OK button or a sheet attached to a 

window, as a dialog. But in iOS and iPadOS, when you tap something and a popover appears with various choices, what do you call it? It turns 
out that, in user materials, Apple doesn’t want people to refer to an action sheet, which provides a list of actions, or a share sheet, which contains 
sharing destinations. But it’s OK to refer to a share sheet when you’re editing its contents. We’ll probably try to avoid the “action sheet” and “share 
sheet” terms when possible, but since TidBITS is a relatively technical publication, we’re not going to shy away from them entirely. 

• device and product: Here’s another tricky one that we run into all the time. How do you refer to something or give instructions that work on both 
the iPhone and the iPad? Before iPadOS 13, you could just say “iOS device.” In the past year, we’ve opted to clarify at the first mention that some-
thing applies to both iOS and iPadOS, but in subsequent mentions, shorten to just refer to iOS. In the updated device and iOS device and iPa-
dOS device and product entries, Apple now (technically, in the December 2019 update) says not to use “iOS device” to refer to devices that use 
iPadOS. However, it’s acceptable to say, “Learn how to back up your iOS or iPadOS device” and even better would be to say, “Learn how to back 
up your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.” Frankly, I’m unhappy with that solution because listing either two (iOS and iPadOS) or three (iPhone, 
iPad, and iPod touch) items gets awkward after a couple of usages in running text. We’ll continue to ponder and deal with it on a case-by-case basis. 

• recovery mode: When you hold down Command-R while your Mac starts up, you end up in what? We’ve been going with “macOS Recovery” 
based on Apple’s “About macOS Recovery” support article. However, a new recovery mode entry in the style guide seems to suggest that we 
should instead just be telling people “to boot into recovery mode” (although Apple isn’t excited about boot either, preferring startup). There is no 
entry for “macOS Recovery,” but for the time being, we’re going to stick with using that term because it’s more specific and matches Apple’s support 
documentation. 

• mode: Here’s a can of worms. New in this revision are recovery mode and safe mode, both of whose entries note their casing. However, the Feb-
ruary 2019 revision added Dark Mode, with its express capitalization, and a note that there is no comparable Light Mode. If the inconsistency 
perturbs you, you’re not alone, and we’ve suffered from it too. What about modes like airplane mode, sleep mode, and target disk mode? All 
lowercase, according to Apple. Dark Mode uses initial capitals, as does Low Power Mode. But then we have Power Reserve mode, in mixed case, 
and Target Display Mode, which Apple uses both in lowercase and with capitals but doesn’t include in the style guide. Augh! Perhaps the capital-
ized modes are marketing features? 

• internet and web: Sometimes, you just have to stick to your guns. In its December 2019 revision, Apple fell in with the rabble that prefers to low-
ercase “Internet,” adding it to the lowercase short form of “World Wide Web.” Apple is free to do what it wants, but we disagree vehemently and 
will continue to uppercase both “Internet,” partly out of respect for its power, and “Web,” because its governing body—the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C)—capitalizes “Web” in its style guide. However, we may start using “website” as one word, given that the W3C allows it and 
there isn’t much reason to maintain consistency with “FTP site” and “Gopher site” anymore. We’ve long lowercased other Web-related words like 
“webmaster” and “webcast,” but we’ll follow the W3C with “Web page” even though Apple combines it. 
If you’ve enjoyed some of the persnickety thinking that goes into making these decisions, I encourage you to browse through the Apple Style 

Guide. It’s an informative look inside the heads of at least the authors and editors at Apple who care about clarity and consistency in the written word. 

Surprise! Fujitsu Releases 64-Bit ScanSnap Manager for Older Scanners 
by DAVE KITABJIAN 

Many of you have been following our coverage of Fujitsu’s decision to effectively drop support for some of its older but still popular ScanSnap 
scanners by not updating the ScanSnap Manager software to 64-bit so it could run in macOS 10.15 Catalina. To keep those scanners off the trash 
heap, we evaluated and reported on some third-party solutions that will keep them running under Catalina, including VueScan (see “VueScan: Not 
the ScanSnap Replacement You’re Looking For,” 2 December 2019) and ExactScan (see “ExactScan Might Be the ScanSnap Replacement You 
Need,” 6 May 2020). Neither was perfect, but they got the job done. 

A Stunning Announcement 
A few weeks back, TidBITS reader Stephen Miller shared the shocking observation that Fujitsu had updated ScanSnap Manager to V7, with the 
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https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apdd17760b9a
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apdd17760b9a
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg4473eab0?sub=apd5dfa1636a
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201314
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsgccfa0219?sub=apd6a01a5652
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1a3a0436?sub=apd92668b7762584
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apdf11dcb8d424f4
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsgccfa0219?sub=apd6a01a5652
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apd8908eef47
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg7af4f5d0?sub=apd7b17d6bf6
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg3acde405?sub=apda9f49f7ce5814
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apddbbc76f5dd394
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg841c3645?sub=apd7b17d6bf6?sub=apd9b9e601945994
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg087a9dba?sub=apd7e02c480e
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg4473eab0?sub=apd845007f83
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204392
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apd5bda318a77774
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg48ccd3b3?sub=apd33fad17170184
https://www.newyorker.com/cartoon/a21724
https://w3c.github.io/manual-of-style/#Terms
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/02/vuescan-not-the-scansnap-replacement-youre-looking-for/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/02/vuescan-not-the-scansnap-replacement-youre-looking-for/
https://tidbits.com/2020/05/06/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/
https://tidbits.com/2020/05/06/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/12179/38?u=dave1
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg9dac5903?sub=apd3e3bb1ae1c194
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apdaf2bc3367
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1a3a0436?sub=apd523e3ebd7
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1a3a0436?sub=apd9aaca4623
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg72b28652?sub=apd6cbd3fd45
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apd9b9cc2c9f3cf4
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg7af4f5d0?sub=apd2724d6e3824f4
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg4473eab0?sub=apdccabe98c9d944
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg3acde405?sub=apda99b47895
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apdc299e2fdb
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg7af4f5d0?sub=apd58b47277f
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apd09f37dff670c4
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apdd17760b9a
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apdd17760b9a
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg4473eab0?sub=apd5dfa1636a
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201314
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsgccfa0219?sub=apd6a01a5652
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg1a3a0436?sub=apd92668b7762584
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apdf11dcb8d424f4
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsgccfa0219?sub=apd6a01a5652
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apd8908eef47
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg7af4f5d0?sub=apd7b17d6bf6
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg3acde405?sub=apda9f49f7ce5814
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsge70df12b?sub=apddbbc76f5dd394
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg841c3645?sub=apd7b17d6bf6?sub=apd9b9e601945994
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg087a9dba?sub=apd7e02c480e
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg4473eab0?sub=apd845007f83
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204392
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg346ef241?sub=apd5bda318a77774
https://help.apple.com/applestyleguide/#/apsg48ccd3b3?sub=apd33fad17170184
https://www.newyorker.com/cartoon/a21724
https://w3c.github.io/manual-of-style/#Terms
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/02/vuescan-not-the-scansnap-replacement-youre-looking-for/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/02/vuescan-not-the-scansnap-replacement-youre-looking-for/
https://tidbits.com/2020/05/06/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/
https://tidbits.com/2020/05/06/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/exactscan-might-be-the-scansnap-replacement-you-need/12179/38?u=dave1
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company saying “We’ll soon be making ScanSnap Manager available for the new iX1500, as well as for earlier models.” 

A quick check of the specifications in Fujitsu’s announcement showed that ScanSnap Manager V7 works in macOS 10.12.4 Sierra and later, 
including Catalina, and the “earlier models” include the S1500, S1500M, and the S1300 that I’ve been using for many years. 

ScanSnap Manager V7 Test Drive 
Still in a state of shock, I went to the ScanSnap Manager V7 download 

page and fetched a copy for my S1300 to see if it really did work under 
Catalina in the same way it did in prior macOS versions. 

Amazingly, it does work. And it’s almost indistinguishable from its previous 
32-bit incarnation. But let me share a few observations: 
• ScanSnap Manager V7 remembered only two of my profiles, and reset their 

destination folders back to Pictures. I set the folder and changed the applica-
tion to None (Scan to File), and it’s back to working as expected. Why it 
forgot the destination folders and remembered only two of the eight profiles 
I defined is a mystery. 

• Scan to Photos worked instantly, as expected, as did Scan to Email and Scan 
to Print. 

• The pretty icons in the Dock pop-up menu for profile selection that were 

present in the 32-bit app are gone, so now you have a plainer 
look. 
  On the download page, Fujitsu added a comment about a 
few features in the 6.x (32-bit) versions that are not yet in the 
V7 (64-bit) version: 
  Cloud linkage (*1), ScanSnap Page Merger, or [sic] 
Searchable PDF Converter, which are available with 
ScanSnap Manager V6.3 or earlier, are not available 
with ScanSnap Manager V7.0L20 for Mac. (They will 
be available in a later update.) 
  (*1) Cloud linkage functions: Scan to Dropbox, Scan to 
Evernote (Document), Scan to Evernote (Note), Scan to 
Google Drive, Scan to Salesforce Chatter, Scan to SugarSync 
I’m not sure what the Searchable PDF Converter is, but it 
must not be the essential Convert to Searchable PDF feature 
that still has a checkbox in V7. I tested the latter just now in 
V7 and confirmed that Spotlight finds the document by 

searching for some of its content. 
Although I haven’t done a comprehensive analysis, my takeaway is that all my key workflows still work, and all the features I remember seeing in 

ScanSnap Manager still appear to be there. It seems too good to be true, but it is. 

Why Did Fujitsu Change Its Mind? 
To me, this is the big question. Fujitsu announced it wouldn’t support Catalina well over a year ago, and many ScanSnap owners have already gone 

through the Five Stages of Grief and resolved to buy either a new scanner or one of the third-party software solutions I previously mentioned. In all 
likelihood, many have already done so. 

One possible explanation is that the series of TidBITS articles on this topic and those from elsewhere on the Web may have resulted in enough 
negative press to get Fujitsu’s attention. 

But another factor may have weighed more heavily in the decision. Lots of people have been complaining about ScanSnap Home, the 64-bit soft-
ware that replaced ScanSnap Manager. Complaints center around its lack of features in comparison to the older ScanSnap Manager. Fujitsu has been 
saying that it would gradually update ScanSnap Home with the features that people missed from ScanSnap Manager. Perhaps that effort was later 
determined to be greater than just porting ScanSnap Manager to 64-bit. 

I contacted Fujitsu to ask why the company made this move, and I received the following explanation (which I reproduce faithfully, errors and all): 

ScanSnap Manager Dock pop-up menu in Mojave (left) and Catalina (right)

https://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/topics/news200625.html
https://scansnap.fujitsu.com/global/ssmanagerv7/
https://scansnap.fujitsu.com/global/ssmanagerv7/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model#Stages_of_grief
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/topics/news200625.html
https://scansnap.fujitsu.com/global/ssmanagerv7/
https://scansnap.fujitsu.com/global/ssmanagerv7/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model#Stages_of_grief
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Dear Valued Customer, 
Thank you for contacting Fujitsu.  The newly release ScanSnap Manager software was released for those customer who upgraded to 

the new iX1500 as well as customers who did not want to use ScanSnap Home but rather wanted use ScanSnap Manager again for 
scanning.   We do not guarantee previous model scanners will work with the newly release ScanSnap Manager as well as there is no 
support for scanners not supported officially under OS Catalina. 

Kind Regards, 
Coreena, C. 
Fujitsu Computer Products of America 

The reply does provide some insight, suggesting that providing a solid software solution for the company’s new, higher-end iX1500 model may also 
have been a driving force behind exhuming ScanSnap Manager from its 32-bit grave. Support for older ScanSnap models, like my S1300, may have 
been a secondary motivation, or just a welcome side-effect of that process. 

Curious about the comment that “there is no support for scanners not supported officially under OS Catalina,” I checked the S1300’s compati-
bility status, and sure enough, the S1300 is now listed as compatible with Catalina. 

Interestingly, a TidBITS reader found that ScanSnap Manager V7 worked with his older ScanSnap S300M though it’s not listed as being compati-
ble. So it’s worth giving the new ScanSnap Manager a try even if your older ScanSnap scanner isn’t explicitly included in the compatibility list. 

All’s Well That Ends Well? 
This is fantastic news for ScanSnap owners, especially those who have not already purchased a new scanner or new software. I have copies of VueS-

can and ExactScan, but I’m just going to use ScanSnap Manager V7 under Catalina. I do miss the scan-on-insert feature those third-party products 
offered but not enough to switch from the familiar, seamless experience provided by Fujitsu’s native solution. 

If you have a previously orphaned ScanSnap scanner, please try ScanSnap Manager V7 out for yourself and report back if anything doesn’t work as 
you expect it should! 

Unless You Are a Masochist, Do Not Buy QuarkXPress 
by CHARLES MAURER  

Editor’s Note: In May 2019, I stayed with Charles Maurer and his wife Daphne for a few days while attending the Collision conference in Toronto. 
At that point, Charles was in the final throes of laying out their book, Pretty Ugly: Why we like some songs, faces, foods, plays, pictures, poems, etc., 
and dislike others. Every day when I came back from the conference, I found Charles at his Mac, swearing at the latest problem created by QuarkX-
Press. Although I don’t know QuarkXPress, I’ve laid out many books in Adobe InDesign and have years of experience working with PDF ebooks. I 
can thus say, from personal experience, that what Charles relates here is only the tip of the iceberg of what he went through. In the end, after much 
troubleshooting and experimentation, the best I could recommend was that he cut his losses and switch to InDesign, a luxury that he couldn’t afford 
given publishing deadlines. –Adam Engst 

If you ever need a page layout application, do not 
buy QuarkXPress. 

Eighteen months ago, I needed to lay out an 
illustrated book. The only heavy-duty choices at the 
time were QuarkXPress and Adobe InDesign. Both 
offered demos, so I tried both. Both seemed to have 
comparable features and limitations. I found InDe-
sign more confusing, and I dislike Adobe—Cre-
ative Cloud requires a pricey subscription and fills 
your drive with files—so I bought a copy of 
QuarkXPress. 

What a mistake! QuarkXPress is the most bug-
ridden application I have used in 36 years of work-
ing with the Mac. 

You would not want to read the full litany of the 
faults I found—even assuming I could remember 
them all—but here are a few problems that give a 
sense of what I put up with. 

In QuarkXPress, a book requires a set of separate 
files for each chapter and section, plus two special 
files that keep track of the book’s contents and pag-

https://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/scansnap/faq/top-s1300.html#compatibility
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/scansnap/faq/top-s1300.html#compatibility
https://prettyugly.info/
https://prettyugly.info/
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/scansnap/faq/top-s1300.html#compatibility
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/scansnap/faq/top-s1300.html#compatibility
https://prettyugly.info/
https://prettyugly.info/
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ination. QuarkXPress crashes so frequently that I learned to save my work every 5 or 10 seconds and to keep open only the chapters I was working 
on. This strategy largely preserved my chapter files, but it did not prevent the special files from becoming corrupt. For example, once when trying to 
open the book, I saw this unintelligible alert: 

The selected Job Jacket is not the missing Job Jacket. Press OK to replace the previously linked Job Jacket with the selected one. Warning, if you 
replace the Job Jacket, the structure of your book most will be deleted [sic]. 

If I clicked the default OK button, this message popped up: 
This is not a Job Jacket file. 
If I clicked Cancel, I saw: 
This book cannot be opened because information in the Job Ticket is damaged. 
I quit QuarkXPress, deleted its cache, reopened the application, and tried to use backup copies of the special files. The same messages appeared. 

Eventually—I don’t remember how—I managed to work past those dialogs, but I still haven’t regrown all the hair I pulled out in the process. 
Another time, dialogs popped up saying that I needed to create the special files afresh by saving the individual chapters under a new name and 

recreating the book. When I did this, QuarkXPress worked… for a couple of minutes. Then it crashed again, and once again corrupted its files. 
At this point, I wrote to Quark support asking for help. I told them that I had given up on most of the automatic features that the special book files 

were supposed to enable—cross-referencing, maintaining a table of contents, indexing—but I preferred not to renumber all of the pages by hand. I 
asked if there was a workaround for entering the starting page number of each chapter manually and an easy way to assemble the chapters manually. 
They replied that answering my question required my paying them a fee. 

If an application cannot maintain its own files without corrupting them, then any self-respecting developer would figure out why or provide a 
workaround, not charge for support. I would call this a form of ransomware. 

Eventually, I gave up trying to replace the special files with backups and tried replacing the entire book with the previous night’s mirror: 171 items, 
2.6 GB. That worked—until QuarkXPress destroyed the files again. 

Very few controls and functions worked normally and reliably. Just printing chapters often proved difficult. For example, this message popped up 
repeatedly: 

You have applied a faux bold style to an area that contains a transparency, which might cause the font to display incorrectly in your final output. 
Use a bold version of this typeface to avoid output issues. Do you want to continue? 

Troubleshooting this error took a lot of time because the message said nothing about the location of the problem and because, despite the error 
message, the problem turned out to have nothing to do with any font or even with text. I wanted a box containing a picture, so I defined a box—a 
rectangle with thin lines—then pasted a PNG file into it. This is a normal way to lay out a page, but it turned out that QuarkXPress wanted me to 
paste the picture first and then draw the box. When I finally stumbled across that solution, the font error stopped appearing when I tried to print. 

I used QuarkXPress 2018. Since then, Quark has released two new versions, each with more features. More features might be useful, but only if the 
application works, and the version I used was so bad that I cannot conceive the new releases to be worth trying. 

I have insufficient knowledge to recommend alternatives to QuarkXPress for book production, but my friends who use InDesign say it works well. 
More recently, an inexpensive alternative has appeared that looks interesting: Affinity Publisher ($49.99). For pamphlets and posters, Apple’s Pages 
ought to be adequate, but I use and can recommend the more malleable EazyDraw ($95). 

ExtraBITS 
Hong Kong VPN Services Found to Log Connections and Leak User Data - If you use a VPN service based in Hong Kong to secure your Inter-
net traffic and protect your privacy, you may wish to switch, given what security researchers have discovered. 

Woz Sues YouTube Over Bitcoin Impersonation Scam - Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak is suing YouTube over a Bitcoin-related scam. A similar 
scam made headlines recently with a mass Twitter attack. 

Apple Celebrates 25 Years of the Apple Distinguished Educator Program with Dr. Carl Owens - Apple’s Distinguished Educator program has 
hit the quarter-century mark, and the company noted the occasion by highlighting one of its first participants. 

20 Years Later, Steven Levy Looks Back on the Power Mac G4 Cube - The Power Mac G4 Cube was Apple’s most beautiful failure, a cutting-edge 
and memorable machine that sold fewer than 150,000 units. Wired’s Steven Levy looks back at it, 20 years after its introduction. 

Don’t Close Your MacBook with a Webcam Cover Attached - If you use a physical webcam cover on a MacBook, Apple wants you to know that 
shutting the lid with the cover attached could damage your screen. 

The Most Twisted (Pair) Adapter Cable You’ve Ever Seen - Dongles get a bad rep, but as this video shows, they can accomplish some pretty im-
pressive things. 

https://affinity.serif.com/publisher/
https://eazydraw.com/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/24/hong-kong-vpn-services-found-to-log-connections-and-leak-user-data/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/woz-sues-youtube-over-bitcoin-impersonation-scam/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/apple-celebrates-25-years-of-the-apple-distinguished-educator-program-with-dr-carl-owens/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/20-years-later-steven-levy-looks-back-on-the-power-mac-g4-cube/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/14/dont-close-your-macbook-with-a-webcam-cover-attached/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/16/the-most-twisted-pair-adapter-cable-youve-ever-seen/
https://affinity.serif.com/publisher/
https://eazydraw.com/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/24/hong-kong-vpn-services-found-to-log-connections-and-leak-user-data/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/woz-sues-youtube-over-bitcoin-impersonation-scam/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/apple-celebrates-25-years-of-the-apple-distinguished-educator-program-with-dr-carl-owens/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/27/20-years-later-steven-levy-looks-back-on-the-power-mac-g4-cube/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/14/dont-close-your-macbook-with-a-webcam-cover-attached/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/16/the-most-twisted-pair-adapter-cable-youve-ever-seen/
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Apple Expands Partnerships with Historically Black Colleges and Universities - Apple is expanding its partnerships with Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities, creating more coding centers that will teach communities how to program. 

Apple Expands Swift Learning Resources - Apple has overhauled and expanded its free Swift learning curricula: Everyone Can Code for young 
students and Develop in Swift for mature ones. 

Mint Adds Minimal Integration with Apple Card - You can now view some Apple Card data in Intuit’s Mint budgeting service, but without the 
capability to import transactions from Apple Card, it’s not all that useful yet. 

https://tidbits.com/2020/07/17/apple-expands-partnerships-with-historically-black-colleges-and-universities/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/09/apple-expands-swift-learning-resources/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/10/mint-adds-minimal-integration-with-apple-card/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/17/apple-expands-partnerships-with-historically-black-colleges-and-universities/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/09/apple-expands-swift-learning-resources/
https://tidbits.com/2020/07/10/mint-adds-minimal-integration-with-apple-card/
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Reviews
         Snap Art 4 

by L. Davenport 

Would you like to transform one or more of your photos into digital works of art but you don’t have the skills to do it yourself? Then you should 
check out Snap Art from Exposure Software. Snap Art will produce images that look like they were made by a human, not a computer. Snap Art 
uses sophisticated algorithms to simulate a wide array of brush strokes - from small to large. 

Presets: Snap Art is not a one-trick pony with only having one artistic style to use. It has eleven artistic styles and each style has multiple preset vari-
ations to choose from.  

Along the left side of the main window is the Preset Pane. It is divided into the different artistic style categories. Within each category are thumb-
nails showing what your photo would look like if the different variations of that style were applied (left side of Figure 1). 

You can use these presets as-is or tweak their controls to make your own custom presets. This way you can get the exact effect that you want. You 
can even save your custom preset so that you can use it at a later date. 

At the top of the styles categories is the: “Effects Tour” which has one thumbnail from each category. This lets you see at a quick glance what your 
photo would look like in that particular style. 

Figure 1. This screenshot shows (at its center) a photo that has the Impasto “Abstract” preset added. Along the left are thumb-
nails of additional Impasto presets. On the right are some of the controls that can be used to further tweak the look of the pho-
to. Along the bottom are other images that are open in Snap Art. These can be worked on individually or Batch Processed with 
your chosen preset or adjustments.
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Brush Strokes: Several Categories have a Preset called “Detailed”. This has minimal modifications so when applied, it is close to the original pho-
to. On the opposite end of the scale, there are settings that make it look like you used thick stokes of paint to make your painting (Figure 1).  

There are controls for some of the styles like the Pencil Sketch, Colored Pencil, and Pen & Ink that let you set the stroke direction (e.g. lefties and 
righties scribble in the opposite directions). You can also set the amount of Coverage - less coverage shows more of the underlying white canvas. 

Here are the styles and a brief description of each: 
• Color Pencil: You image is drawn with lots of colored strokes (Figure 4). 
• Comics: Reminiscent of the old style comics (Figure 2 center image). 
• Crayon: Emulates the build up of Wax based crayons or grease pencils.  

Coloring pigments in soft media like this produce a motley, or highly varied, 
appearance and character. 

• Impasto: This has a thick buildup of paint By adjusting the lighting and 
shadows, you can give it a sculptural quality (Figure 1) 

• Oil Paint: The controls let you make only slight modifications all the way up 
to abstract options. The lighting effect of the Impasto filter is more dramatic 
and three-dimensional than the Oil Paint filter, so you can use that if you 
want the paint to look thick. 

• Pastel: This uses large and soft edge brush strokes to convert your image. 
• Pen & Ink: This converts your image into black & white strokes. 
• Pencil Sketch: This mimics drawing with granite pencils or charcoal. Lower-

ing the Coverage slider will give a more abstract look. 
• Pointillism: This lets you create an image using colored dots, much like an 

ink jet printer that sprays different colored dots on the paper. But the 
pointillism dots are a lot bigger since they usually come from a brush. When 
viewed at a distance your eyes blend the colored dots together to get the 
different color variations (Figure 3). 

• Stylized: This gives your image a really wild look with white or black lines 
around the image edges plus it has a Line Art preset (Figure 2 right image). 

• Watercolor: appearance of the buildup of semitransparent water strokes 
Canvas: When creating a painting or drawing with actual paint, pencils, or 

charcoal, you have to first pick the canvas that you are going to paint or draw 
on. Your choices are everything from a slick piece of paper up to a course can-
vas. Snape Art simulates a wide variety of paper, canvas, and wood stock that 

Figure 3. This is an example of the Pointillism style where the 
image is converted/drawn with thousands of colored dots.

Figure 2. Artistic styles used - Left: Pencil Sketch (Detailed), Middle: Comic, Right: Stylized (Line Art).
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you can choose from to give your artwork a 
realistic texture. 

Lighting: Snap Art’s Lighting controls let 
you adjust the Highlight Brightness, Highlight 
Color, or the Highlight Size. If you use a high 
Angle adjustment it will flood the image with 
the highlight color. There is also a directional 
light control that you can use to really empha-
size the thick strokes. 

Masking: There is a Masking tool that lets 
you fine-tune the size of the brush strokes, 
paint thickness, and photorealism inside the 
masked areas. This is especially helpful if you 
are working on a portrait (whether it is of a 
person or animal). You can use masking to add 
detail to the face and eyes while making the 
background look more abstract. You can create 
up to 3 different masking points/areas. The 
changes you make will only only affect the 
masking area that you have currently selected. 

Before/After views: There is a “Before” but-
ton that will show you the original photo. I 
used it on an image of a Cheetah that I was working on to see if the pastel settings really did make a dif-
ference from the original photo - it did. It softened the look of the Cheetah. There are also four split 
screen options that you can use to see the differences between the before and after photo.  

Batch process: You can drag multiple images into Snap Art and they will line the bottom of the win-
dow (bottom of Figure 1). You can work on one image at a time or Batch Process them all. If more than 
one image is selected, the chosen Preset or any modifications made will be applied to all of the images. 
Afterward you can individually check your images to see if any of them need further modifications. 

When you are satisfied with the modifications, you can click on the Save button. The resulting dialog 
box lets you choose if one or all of the images are to be processed/saved, where to to save the images to, 
and which suffix to add to the filenames. 

Versions: Snap Art comes as a standalone application or as a plug-in that will work in Exposure, Phot-
oshop, and Lightroom. 

Video Files: If you add Snap Art to the Extended version of Photoshop, then you can use Snap Art on 
videos. There is a how-to video along with a couple of examples on the Exposure Software web site. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: Snap Art accomplishes what it sets out to do-convert photos into works of art. The adjust-
ments were instantly applied on my Mac Pro - no lag time. If I had a wish list, I would wish for a more 
robust Pen & ink Preset. Otherwise I am completely satisfied with the available artistic styles. 

FYI: I remember years ago creating a pointillist painting. Boy was that a lot of work!  Dabbing thou-
sands upon thousands of colored dots on a canvas to create my image. I was exhausted when I was done. 
Needless to say, I didn’t try doing that again. But now with Snap Art it is as its name implies - a snap to 
make a pointillist painting. And that’s only one style that is available to you from this program. So if you are a novice artist or a professional that 
works in another medium - Snap Art would be a good tool to add to your artist toolkit. 
Requires: macOS 10.10 - 10.15, An Intel Core 2 processor or compatible 

Host (in addition to the standalone version): Exposure X or newer, Photoshop CS6 or Photoshop CC 2015 or newer, Light-
room 6 or Lightroom CC 2015 or newer 

Company: Exposure Software, LLC 
Price: $79, FYI: Exposure Software offers academic pricing to employees and students of qualified institutions. 
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 4. This photo was redrawn in the Colored Pencil style.

Figure 5. The Watercolor style 
was to this photo Notice that all 
the edges have been softened.

https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/200482760-How-to-use-Snap-Art-with-Video-Files
https://exposure.software/snapart/
https://exposure.software/snap-art-trial/
https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/200482760-How-to-use-Snap-Art-with-Video-Files
https://exposure.software/snapart/
https://exposure.software/snap-art-trial/
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Nisus Writer Pro 3 
by L. Davenport 

20+ years ago MS Word was my go-to word processing program. I used it for everything, including writing a novel. As the years passed Word was 
causing me troubles with inserted images (if I placed an image too close to the top or bottom margin - the image would snap to the extreme top or 
bottom edge of the page rather than letting me place the images exactly where I wanted them).  That was only one of the many problems that I had 
with Word.  

Around 10 years ago I finally said: “Enough”. So I had to decided if I wanted to plunk down $150+ to upgrade to the latest Word version in hopes 
it would fix my problems or whether I should chuck it and go with another word processing program? Problem was, the new word processing pro-
gram had to fit certain criteria: it had to be able to import Word documents, be able to create an index and a table of contents, and not have a prob-
lem with inserted images. I finally ended up with Nisus Writer Pro 2 because it filled all of those requirements.  

 I have used Nisus Writer Pro ever since. But over the years I noticed some irritants (like I would leave a document open when I would go do 
something else and without fail it would always wait until I came back and pressed the first key before it starts autosaving. Why didn’t it autosave 
while I was gone? Not a big problem - just an irritant since it took a while to autosave my 800+ page manual that I was working on. The Nisus Tech 
support said that the new Nisus Writer Pro version fixed that problem and a few other things that were irritating me. So I recently moved up to Nisus 
Writer Pro 3. What an improvement! I am never looking back!  

Figure 1. This is the Nisus’ document window which is surrounded by the Palette dock on the right, the Table of Con-
tents list on the left and several floating palettes sitting further to the left.
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User Interface 

If you like an uncluttered look, you can hide the toolbar and the Palette that sits 
off to the side of the window. So all you see is the document window (Figure 4). 
But if you are like me, you want the tools you use all the time right at your finger-
tips. So on one side of my document window are the Palettes showing all of the 
traditional Text, Document, and Graphic formatting tools. On the other side are 
my floating palettes for: Indexing, Table of Contents, Header/Footer, and Lists 
(Figure 1). With these tools I can quickly create my Index and Table of Contents, 
insert or modify my footers and headers, and create the lists for my documents. 

One last modification I made to the interface was to move items from/to the 
toolbar using the "Customize Toolbar" option (which lets you quickly drag items 
to and from the Toolbar). After these few modifications, I was ready to really dig 
into the workings of Nisus Writer Pro 3 (from now on - just called Nisus). Of course 
I used my large manual for my testing. 

Indexing 
Indexing in Nisus is very simple. You highlight the word and then click the "+" 

button in the floating Index tool palette (Figure 6). This is very quick. If you want to have that 
word as a Sub-topic, you have two choices:  

• Click the + button as before but when the word appears in the Index palette, type a word 
before it plus a colon, e.g. iTines: Mad Max. When you go to the index and look for iTunes, you 
will see Mad Max listed under it.  
• You can bring up the Tools menu> Index> "Index as" option to make indented subcategories, 
have cross-references, or index a word in different Indexes. 
If you turn the option on, Nisus will place a non-printing (colored) dotted box around all in-

dexed words. This is a quick way to know which words are indexed and which ones aren’t. 

Cross-Referencing Your Text 
Nisus automatically keeps track of all the bookmarks, list items, tables, footnotes, endnotes and 

any tables of contents entries you create in your document and makes them available for cross-
referencing. In addition, you can add a cross-reference to any bookmark that you have added to 
the document. This allows you to keep your thoughts on the writing while Nisus keeps track of 
where certain discussions and illustrations appear.  

Table of Contents 
As with creating an Index, creating a Table Of Contents is very easy. You simply highlight a 

word(s) and choose the level of indention from a drop-down menu in the Table of Contents 
(TOC) floating palette (Figure 5. Quick and easy! You can also create your TOC from The Tools 
menu. 

 It is possible to have various TOCs: for text, illustrations, tables, equations, authorities, etc. 
Items in a table of contents are listed in the order in which they appear in the document. 

You can insert the TOC anywhere you want in your document. As an added benefit, all of the 
TOC words appear in the “Navigator” that pops out from the left side of the document window 
(Figure 1 - left side of the document & Figure 8). What I really like is that you can click on the 
TOC items in the Navigator and immediately jump to that page. This became invaluable with my 
large manual. Instead of having to scroll through all of the pages to find a heading, I simply click 
on that heading in the TOC. 

Nisus can color-code all TOC words in your document (just like with the indexed words). 
If you save your document as a PDF file, the entire table of contents heading is clickable for 

navigation in the document. 

Lists 
Nisus lets you to create various kinds of lists using bullets, list numbers, or list letters (Figure 6). 

Figure 3. You can have Nisus list all of 
the Search results for a word(s) in one 
long list. Clicking on them takes you 
directly to the page that word resides 
on.

Figure 2. The “Show Comments” feature lists all the com-
ments made by everyone who is collaborating on your doc-
ument.
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Lists in Nisus are managed through list styles. Just as with other types of styles, list styles 
ensure consistency throughout your document. 

Multiple Clipboards 
Nisus has enabled multiple, editable Clipboards where you can store and manipulate text 

of various lengths without modifying the main text of your document. You can add to or 
edit the contents of your clipboards. You can create new clipboards, choose which should be 
active, rename them and delete them. There is a Clipboards palette which gives you quick 
access to the clipboards. 

Split Screen View 
You can split your document window (either vertically or horizontally) so that you can see 

areas of your text that are not contiguous (Figure 12). 

The Status Bar 
I color-code the font in various parts of my manual: black for the instructions, blue for 

additional helpful information, red for important steps that must not be missed, etc. If I 
place my cursor in a section of colored text, a little dot "Tag" (of the same color as the text) 
appears in the Status bar (at the bottom of the document). When you click on this dot, a 
menu pops up that lets you:  Remove Color, Select Next in Color, or Select All in Color 
(which selects all instances of that color in the document). This is a big timesaver. I have had 
instances where the color I chose on the screen didn't meet my expectations when printed. 
Rather than having to go throughout the whole document to highlight and change every 
instance of that color, I simply choose the "Select All in Color" option and then select a new 
color. Immediately that 
color in the whole docu-
ment is changed to the 
new color. Nice! 

The other informational 
"Tags" that appear in the 
Status bar are for the: The 
Split Screen View, List, 
Font/Character attributes, 
Highlight color, Language 
(you can change the lan-
guage from a drop-down 
menu), and Magnifying 
glass.   

Track Changes 
You can turn on the 

"Track Changes" option 
which will highlight any 
changed text within the 
document (Figure 11). It 
tells you if you Added, 
Replaced, Deleted the selected text and has a button that you can use to revert back to the original text. It 
can include nearly every change you make except changes to floating shapes or modifications to inline 
images (other than to note that they have been added to your document). 

Show comments 
You and other co-editors can add comments to your document. All comments appear in a sidebar that 

appears on the left of your document (Figure 2). These comments can be read or added to by the other 

Figure 7. The List Palette lets choose 
the type of lis, the List’s format, etc.

Figure 6. The Indexing Palette is a 
quick way to add a word(s) to the 
Index of your choice.

Figure 5. The Table Of Contents 
palette is a quick way to add a 
word(s) to the TOC of your 
choice. You can also set the word’s 
“Level” of indentation.

Figure 4. If you like the uncluttered look, you can 
hide everything except the document and the 
menubar.



people reading your document. All comments are stamped with the name of 
the person who created it. 

Comments can be shown whenever you are in Draft View, Page View, and 
Full Screen view. You can also display the comments as part of a split view of 
your document. The User Name of the person who wrote the note appears in 
the title bar of the note. 

Bibliographic Reference Tools 
If you own the Bookends program and have linked it to Nisus, you can use 

Nisus’ tools for managing your Bookends references database. 

Compare Documents Macro 
This macro compares the two frontmost Nisus documents and produces a 

new document that points out the differences.  
At the top of the new document are the names of the two documents 

along with a pink or green underlying color (which is used to identify where 
each difference came from). The macro also places these colors behind the 
word(s) that are added or deleted in each document.  

Styles and attributes of the documents are ignored - the comparison is 
plain text only. FYI: I have used this several times - it comes in real handy 
when you need to compare two documents. 

Find & Replace 
Picture this - you have a document that has a word(s) that needs to be 

replaced, but unfortunately not in every instance. What do you do? You can 
repeatedly search for the word, make the change if needed, and then search 
for the next match. This is doable but a little time consuming. But Nisus has 
an added feature sitting next to the “Find All” button - a smaller “Find all and 
show a list of matches in a new window” button. 

A tall thin window appears with all of the instances of that word(s) listed 
(along with a few surrounding words). Clicking on one of the instances quickly takes you to that word’s location in your document. So you can 
quickly cycle through all of the instances - without having to keep re-hitting the search button. BTW: This same option is also available next to the 
“Replace All” button. 

I like this feature. Just the other day I needed to replace a word in my manual. But not in every instance. I did the search for that word and had it 
“Find all and show a list of matches in a new window”. Then I opened that window as wide as it would go so I could see most of the sentences that 

Figure 9. Nisus can create handy Indexes for your docu-
ment.

Figure 10. Nisus automatically changes the spelling dictionary 
based on the language of each piece of text in your document. 

Figure 8. This screenshot shows the Table Of Contents in both the (left) 
Navigator sidebar and from within the document.

Figure 11. The Track Changes feature will point out the 
changes that you have made to your document.
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surrounded that word (for each 
instance). This let me quickly 
scan through the list to find the 
instances that needed to be 
changed. What a timesaver - I 
love it! 

Auto Saving & Exporting 
Nisus has an Autosave feature 

where you can specify the fre-
quency of the auto saves. Several 
times this has saved my bacon 
when something went wrong 
with my Mac while I was work-
ing in Nisus. Instead of losing a 
days worth of work (if I forgot to 
manually save my document) I 
only loose a half an hours worth 
of work (since I have set it to save 
every 30 minutes). If you want, 
you can also have Nisus play a 
sound whenever a file is saved.  

Foreign language support  
Nisus was designed as a Uni-

code word processor from the 
ground up, so it supports nearly 
any language. It includes translated interfaces (menus, dialogs, etc) for: Danish, French, German, Italian, Polish and Portuguese. A Japanese transla-
tion may also be purchased separately from Mercury Software. Nisus automatically changes the spelling dictionary based on the language of each 
piece of text in your document (Figure 10). 

Save Formats:      Export Formats:     Import Formats: 
Rich Text Format (RTF) file    RTF (Rich Text Format)    RTF (Rich Text Format) 
Rich Text Format Directory (RTFD) file  EPUB      EPUB 
Document Template (DOT)   OpenDocument (ODT)    OpenDocument (ODT) 
Microsoft Word Format,    Microsoft Word (.doc, DOCX, Open XML)   Microsoft Word 
Nisus Compressed Rich Text    HTML & HTML Chapters   HTML & HTML Chapters 
Nisus Macro file     Plain text 
Nisus Perl Macro     PDF 
Plain Text file 

This review only scratches the surface on what you can do with Nisus. Some of Nisus’ other features include: Watermarks, Line numbering, and an 
Interactive Spell Checker and Thesaurus. I don’t have room to cover them all. But if this peaks your interest. I suggest you download the demo and 
give Nisus Writer Pro a test run. I don't think you will be disappointed. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I really like Nisus Writer Pro and readily recommend it to anyone in need of a full featured word processor. 
Requires: OS 10.4 - 10.7 (Lion), 65 MG hard drive space. 
Company: Nisus Software Inc.  
Price: Form Nisus Software or the Mac App store: $65, Academic: $55  
Available 15 day Demo  
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Figure 12. This screenshot shows the word “Welcome” written in various languages, three floating 
palettes, and other “Writing” palettes docked to the right side of the document.

https://www.mercury-soft.com/nisus.html
http://nisus.com/pro/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/nisus-writer-pro-3/id1429261742?mt=12
http://nisus.com/pro/
https://www.mercury-soft.com/nisus.html
http://nisus.com/pro/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/nisus-writer-pro-3/id1429261742?mt=12
http://nisus.com/pro/
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Cinema Grade 
by L. Davenport 

Cinema Grade is a Color Grading plug-in for Final Cut Pro X, Adobe Premiere Pro, or DaVinci Resolve (I tested the Cinema Grade plug-in in 
both Final Cut Pro and DaVinci Resolve). What is color grading? It is a process of improving the appearance of an image or video by changing vari-
ous attributes of an image such as contrast, color, saturation, etc. The creators of Cinema Grade strived to make it a simple to use tool. One where 

you can click on the screen and drag up and down with your cursor to make your color grading changes. Versus the more complex way of other Col-
or grading programs (I could never get the hang of adjusting the multiple color wheels in other color correcting plug-ins to get my desired color cor-
rections). 

Figure 1. The Cinema Grade plug-in has many controls that you can use to color grade your video clips.

Figure 2. I was working on a short post apocalyptic video were the sky had an eerie look (left car image). I wanted to match that 
look on the image of the blue car. So I used Cinema Grade’s Matching tool to keep the look consistent (middle car).
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The Cinema Grade effect is added 

to your clip from within Final Cut Pro 
X (DaVinchi Resolve or Adobe Pre-
mier Pro). After it has been applied, 
you click on its “Open Controls” but-
ton. This opens the Cinema Grade 
program and places your clip in in 
Cinema Grade’s window. (Figure 3) 
That is where you make all of your 
color grading changes. Once you are 
satisfied with the results, you simply 
click the “Apply button and the 
changes are transferred to the clip in 
Final Cut Pro, Premier, or DaVinci 
Resolve.” 

Available Color Grading tools 
• Exposure and Contrast: You can 

selectively adjust the shadows, mid-
tones, and highlights of your video 
clip. For example, you can click your 
cursor on a dark area in the clip and 
then drag the cursor up or down to 
adjust the shadow’s brightness. Likewise you can click and drag on the midtones  or the highlights to adjust their brightness. 

• Auto White Balance, Color Temperature, and Color Tint: A lot of times when you film a white building or area, the white has a blue tint. Cinema 
Grade has an Auto White Balance tool that fixes this problem. I tested it on a film clip that had a pronounced blue hue. It removed most of the 
blue and I was able to use the “Color Temperature” and the “Color Tint” tools to remove the remaining blue. The Results can be seen in the be-
fore-after split screen in Figure 4 . 

• Saturation: The Saturation tool can be used to increase or decrease the saturation globally or individually for the shadows, midtones, and high-
lights. 

• Groups and Matched shots: Once you have finished color correcting a clip, you can do side-by-side color matching between it and other shots that 
you want to have the same look. You start by picking 
a “Group” color and then picking your original 
“Hero” clip (the clip that you want to match the oth-
ers to). Then you assign that same Group color to all 
of the clips that you want to match to the Hero clip. 
FYI: You can create multiple Groups by assigning 
different colors for each new group.  
In the Matching side-by-side window, the Hero clip 

is on the right (you can easily cycle through the clips). 
All you have to do is copy/paste the Hero clip’s correc-
tions to the other clips. The aforementioned grading 
tools are also available for further tweaking - if needed. 
You can also use the waveform color “Scopes” and/or 

the Vectorscope in your matching process (Figure 1). 
• False colors: When this is turned on, your clip looks 

psychedelic - with all of the colors shifted to new col-
ors. At first this seems strange until you realize the 
different colors are letting you know what is over or 
under exposed and whether the skin tones are correct. 
You can drag the cursor up or down to to correct these 
exposure and skin problems. Figure 4. This horizontal split screen shows the before and after results of applying 

the Auto White Balance and a few other tweaks used to remove the clip’s blue tones.

Figure 3. I used the Shadows, Midtones, and Highlight controls to remove the white haze in this 
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• LUTs and Looks: For those that don’t know - 

LUTs (Look Up Tables) are digital files/pre-
sets that transforms the color and tone of 
your image or video, such as changing a color 
image in to a black & white or sepia & white 
image.  

Cinema Grade has Looks and LUTs that 
can be used to emulate film stock or motion 
picture films (like Mad Max) or change the 
Mood, Time of day, Color scheme etc. of 
your video footage. Cinema Grade has a 
“Looks Selection” panel that shows all of the 
available Looks and LUTs that come with the 
plug-in or ones that you purchased (Figure 5).  

• Look Transfer Tool: You can match the color 
palette of your favorite image or film using 
the Look Transfer tool (Figure 2). 

Cinema Grade versions: 
• Basic: Direct Image Grading In the Cinema Grade Viewer; Built-in Colorist Looks (60 color presets); LUT Previewer. 
• Pro: You also get: A Step-By-Step Guided Approach; Shot Matching With Groups; Academy Color Science And Xrite Chart Support. 
• Filmmaker: It in-

cludes the previous 
items plus - The 
Color Grading 
Academy (a step-
by-step guided 
tour of Cinema 
Grade); RAW 
Footage; Film 
Add-Ons; The-
Look Hacking 
System (to get the 
look of your fa-
vorite film or tele-
vision show). 

Tutorials:  
There are a lot of short tutorials on the Cinema Grade web site. They individually cover all of the Cinema Grade tools. There is also a good You-

Tube tutorial that shows all of the features of Cinema Grade in one short video. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation:  I was impressed right from the first color correction that I made on my video footage. I am not one that likes using tons of sliders and 
controls to achieve my desired results. I like being able to just click on my video in the Cinema Grade window and make my adjustments by drag-
ging up or down with the cursor. After using it for a while, all I could think of was - I sure wish I had this tool when we were putting together and 
trying to correct the colors of my vacation and other video’s (using only Final Cut Pro’s tools).  
Requires: macOS High Sierra 10.13 - 10.15, OpenCL 1.2 

Host: Final Cut Pro X 10.4, DaVinci Resolve 15, or Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 or higher 
Company: Color Grading LLC 
Price: (Sold separately) Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premier, or Davinci Resolve: Basic version: $69, Pro version: $99, Filmmaker version: $199. There is 
also an “All Host” upgrade that includes all three plug-ins. Contact Color Grading LLC for pricing. 
Available Trial Copy

Figure 5.  Cinema Grade comes with many “LUTs” and “Looks” that you can use to change 
the look of your video clip.

Figure 6. After testing Cinema Grade in Final Cut Pro X, I tested it with my copy of DaVinci Resolve. The Color 
Grade windows are the same and as you can see, I was able to use one of the “Looks” to change my clip from color to 
black & white. 

https://cinemagrade.com/#features
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1HrXc-2J6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1HrXc-2J6w
https://cinemagrade.com/#
https://cinemagrade.com/#overview
https://cinemagrade.com/#features
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1HrXc-2J6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1HrXc-2J6w
https://cinemagrade.com/#
https://cinemagrade.com/#overview
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

